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The role of stereochemistry in pharmacy

Stereochemistry is a unique science concerned with the study of how molecules are affected by the way their atoms are 
arranged in space. It is also known as 3D chemistry. Stereochemistry has become a significant issue for both of the 

pharmaceutical industry and the regulatory authorities. There are different types of stereoisomers especially enantiomers. 
Accordingly, this workshop reviews the concepts of stereochemistry and enantiomers, emphasizes the potential biological 
and pharmacological differences between the 2 enantiomers of a drug, and highlights the clinical experience with single 
enantiomers of the selective. Most natural products, the essential products of life, are asymmetric and this established the only 
well marked line of demarcation between chemistry of dead matter and the chemistry of living matter. So, the importance of 
stereochemistry in drug action is gaining greater attention in medical practice, and a basic knowledge of the subject will be 
necessary for clinicians to make informed decisions regarding the use of single-enantiomer drugs. For some therapeutics, 
single-enantiomer formulations can provide greater selectivity for their biological targets, improved therapeutic indices, and/
or better pharmacokinetics than a mixture of enantiomers. Indeed, more stereochemically pure drug agents will become 
clinically available and pharmacists will be relied upon for their knowledge and expertise in this area.
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